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Based in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia Joyce Krane has over the last forty years become the regional heavy 

lifting and logistics specialist of choice. The family business was first established in Karratha in 1974 by Mick Joyce and 

is now managed by his two sons James (General Manager) and Sean (Business Manager).

Headquarters is in Karratha, with a second Pilbara operation west along the coast in Onslow. A Perth metro 

operation is now based in Kewdale and there is now a Sydney based Heavy Lift Division which provides crane and 

logistical services to the eastern states construction, infrastructure and renewable energy sectors.

Joyce Krane experience extends across a wide variety of industries that includes Oil & Gas, Mining, Maritime, 

Construction (Industrial & Residential) and more recently Renewable Energy (Windfarms). Major clients include 

Chevron, Woodside, Rio Tinto, BHP, Bechtel, CPB Contractors, Georgiou Group and Technip. 

Over the years, the Joyce Krane Technical team has successfully planned and completed many specialised and 

challenging heavy lifts on many construction and infrastructure projects across Australia.

Joyce Krane continues to provide quality technical and engineering support services to all its clients. These services 

include high quality lift studies that can be easily read by all lift personnel whilst also ensuring lift projects can be 

completed incident free, on time and within budget.

All cranes are well maintained and operated by experienced nationally accredited and certified personnel. Joyce 

Krane also has a fleet of transport and large selection of specialised lifting equipment.

ABOUT JOYCE KRANE
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JOYCE KRANE VALUES
At Joyce Krane our Vision is simple - To be the best crane and logistics company to work with.

Complementing this vision is our values based culture that centres around our six primary pillars. 

Our business has been built on these foundations and will continue to evolve to meet our client’s ever changing 

needs. Our values comprise:

The application of these values across all aspects of our service offering, ensures that from 15 to 750 tons, 

whatever your requirement, our extensive lifting capabilities and highly qualified team make us the right people 

for the job every time. 

Safety • Our unwavering commitment to safe work practices builds trust and confidence 

with our customers, employees and all those associated with our operations. 

Technology • Having superior technology in our asset base gives us the ability to  

perform quality work, making it an integral part of our competitive advantage.

Authenticity • We believe being authentic throughout all aspects of our operation is the 

foundation to enduring relationships.

Integrity • Transparency and honesty is at the heart of everything we do. This ensures a 

relationship of trust with all our employees and customers.

Reliability • We do what we say we will do and we do it well. This is what lies at the core of 

our business and what continuously strengthens our brand and reputation.

Sustainability • We are committed to developing and implementing habits that keep us at 

the forefront of social, economic and environmental ethics.
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WESTERN AUSTALIA
PARKER POINT  
IRON ORE PORT  
FACILITY UPGRADE
Liebherr LG 1750

•  SPSL configuration

•  63 metre boom length

•  250 tonne superstructure ballast

•  16 x 16 metre outrigger footprint

•  28.7 metre radius

•  113 tonne lifting capacity

•  83 ton conveyor feeder
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Joyce Krane is a 100% owned Australian company who 

over the last forty years has gained an outstanding 

reputation in the West Australian Crane industry for 

consistently providing safe quality lifting services to all 

its clients.

Joyce Krane embraces technology that improves crane 

or equipment performance, operator efficiency and 

reduces any risk.

 WHY 
JOYCE KRANE ? 

Our team of operators, riggers and support staff offer 

a wealth of operational and technical knowledge. Joyce 

Krane continues to safely overcome the operational 

daily challenges presented by an ever-changing 

economy and customer demands.

All Joyce Krane equipment is regularly inspected and 

maintained, all crane operators are internally trained, 

versatile, and regularly assessed.
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OIL & GAS
We are a leading supplier to the oil & gas industry, and 

have been involved in planned shutdown maintenance 

works undertaken by major operators including 

Woodside, BHP, Apache and Chevron. 

MINING
Joyce Krane has provided a diverse range of lifting 

solutions on major mining projects for the likes of 

Rio Tinto, BHP & Citic Pacific Mining. In all instances, 

the client requirements for safety, cost and time 

effectiveness were determined and adhered to 

throughout the projects duration.

CONSTRUCTION
Our reputation for the provision of tailored solutions has 

seen us proudly partner with some of the construction 

industry’s leading owners and contractors including 

Monadelphous, Laing O’Rourke, Transfield, CB&I, United 

Group, John Holland, Kiewit, Clough, Bechtel and Technip.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Joyce Krane has recently used its Heavy Lift experience to 

be part of the Windfarm construction and maintenance 

industry. Now operating in the Eastern States of Australia, 

Joyce Krane has a very experienced Heavy Lift team who 

manage the daily operational needs of the cranes in often 

challenging windfarm environments. 

MARITIME
Our extensive experience in port operations 

encompasses cranage support for offshore rigs, 

general sea freight cargo and facility maintenance and 

construction. Our valued clients include Mermaid Marine, 

Qube, Toll and Patrick.

RESIDENTIAL
From residential pool installations to the movement of 

furniture consignments, no job is too small for Joyce Krane. 

INDUSTRY
     EXPERIENCE 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
OCEAN REEF ROAD & 
WANNEROO ROAD  
INTERSECTION BRIDGE
Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1

•  TY configuration

•  49.1 metre boom length

•  154 tonne superstructure ballast

•  12 x 12 outrigger footprint
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CULLERIN RANGE  
WINDFARM
Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1

•  TYV2EN (28 metre luffing fly) 

configuration

•  49.1 metre boom length

•  124 tonne superstructure ballast

•  12 x 12 metre outrigger footprint

•  25 metre radius

•  69.7 tonne lifting capacity

•  42 tonne wind turbine  

generator rotor
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WESTERN AUSTALIA
SOLOMON
RAIL LOAD 
BIN INSTALLATION
Liebherr LG 1750

•  SPSL configuration

•  70 metre boom length

•  170 tonne superstructure ballast

•  325 tonne tray ballast

•  12 x 12 outriggers footprint

•  24 metre radius

•  310 tonne lifting capacity

•  240 tonne train load out bin
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HEALTH &
      SAFETY
The challenging environments in which we work every day underpins our primary objective of establishing and 

maintaining the highest levels of health and safety best practice to safeguard our most important asset - our people. 

Having achieved ISO 45001 - Occupational Health and Safety Management we continue to strive to provide the 

best service possible, nothing comes before the safety of our employees, clients, and the public. As such, we are 

committed to providing a zero-harm work environment for all those who meet us.

Helping us achieve our zero-harm target is our Health & Safety policies that are the result of broad consultation 

across the business. Fundamentals of our policies include:

• Integrating health and safety into all work tasks.

•  Instilling the need for all staff to identify, assess and eliminate any workplace hazard or risks.

•  Empowering staff to recognise and promptly report any elements of a project that contravene our health  

and safety policies.

• Believing that any risk is avoidable if the right steps are taken.

•  Continually evolving and improving policies based on individual project requirements.

• Building trust with our customers through safe work methods.
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General Taxi Crane Hire

Our taxi crane hire fleet offers lifting capacities from  

15 to 350 ton with full mobility to suit all your requirements, wherever they may be. We can also supply a wide range 

of lifting attachments to address any specialised or challenging requirements that may arise.

Heavy Lift Cranes

The Joyce Krane specialised heavy lift division consists of four machines: 1 x LTM 1400-7.1 (400 ton lifting capacity)  

2 x LTM 1750-9.1 (750 ton lifting capacity) and 1 x LG 1750 (750 ton lifting capacity). With a very experienced heavy 

lift team Joyce Krane is a popular choice for those clients that require critical machine assembly times in challenging 

environments plus safe crane operations. 

Dry Hire Crane Services

The majority of our dry hire fleet consists of Franna  

Pick & Carry cranes and Tadano Rough Terrain cranes. Both brands are renowned for their reliability under harsh 

Australian conditions, making them perfectly suited to isolated or remote site applications.

Transport Services

Joyce Krane transport capabilities ensure the team can manage your logistical requirements by providing turnkey, full 

relocation services with a fleet of flat top, drop deck and extendable trailers, floats and up to eleven line platform capability.

Crane Operator Hire

Crane operation is a delicate art. It takes the right blend of experience, intuition and problem solving expertise; 

traits that each of our fully qualified crane operators possess. You can trust your Joyce Krane operator to successfully 

navigate all environmental, cost and technological variables to deliver seamlessly from start to finish.

JOYCE KRANE
             SERVICES
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Rigger and Labour Hire Services

Our in-house trained personnel have many years of field experience and a long standing commitment to modelling 

our vision and values in every task they undertake. In addition to our vigorous in-house training regime, our 

personnel must meet the requirements of third party VOC assessments and hold relevant Nationally Accredited 

Worksafe High Risk Licences.

Lifting Equipment & Accessory Hire

Joyce Kranes can supply a full range of general and specialised lifting equipment and accessories to suit even the 

most challenging of lifting tasks. Our entire inventory is certified, tagged and supplied with RFID tracking to ensure 

fast response and mobilisation times.

Lifting, Rigging & Crane Consultants

Contact Joyce Krane if you need help or advice regarding your projects upcoming crane and logistics requirements. 

Gain guidance and advice by engaging our many decades of expertise. We will assess your project and provide an 

unbiased third party review, delivering key recommendations designed to enhance your performance, procedures 

and methodology in the process and execution.
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CAPE LAMBERT
IRON ORE PORT  
FACILITY 
Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1

•  TY configuration

•  43.7 metre boom length

•  204 tonne superstructure ballast

•  12 x 12 outriggers footprint

•  26 metre radius

•  80.6 tonne lifting capacity

•  72 tonne electrical sub station
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KARRATHA - (HQ) [GMT +8]

Lot 3911 Coolawanyah Road

Karratha Western Australia 6714  

T: +61 1300 956 923  

E: info@JoyceKrane.com

ONSLOW [GMT +8]

Lot 691 Onslow Road

Onslow WA 6710

T:  +61 1300 956 923

E: info@JoyceKrane.com

PERTH [GMT +8]

455 Belmont Avenue, 

Kewdale WA 6105

T:  +61 1300 956 923

E: info@JoyceKrane.com

SYDNEY [GMT +10]

11 Severn Street, St Marys 

NSW 2760

T: +61 438 774 813

E: info@JoyceKrane.com


